
Unfortunately, during this era of isolation, we have

experienced a certain disconnection from our community and

friends. It’s hard to come together when literally being

together puts us in jeopardy. Yet, some have taken it into

their own creative hands to provide opportunities to

celebrate, as a way to overcome hardships brought upon by the

pandemic— to join together with quarantine guidelines set in

place. 

Elizabeth Guthrie, an Event planning professional, a Santa

Cruz parent, and obviously a Halloween fanatic, has decided

to re-spark some Holiday Cheer during this stifling time.

Each night of October, Ms. Guthrie projects a Halloween

themed film on her front lawn for her neighborhood to gather

and enjoy. Movies like Beetlejuice, Creature From the Black

Lagoon, and The Lost Boys are just some of the many that have

already been played. 

Halloween is a time of community
and connection. Whether you're
celebrating this holiday season
among friends haunting the
neighborhood or reaching out to
your neighbors by handing out
treats at home, it’s a fun
tradition that can be celebrated
by all.
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Screening Horror, Making the Pandemic Less Scary 
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She adheres to COVID control guidelines to ensure the safety
of everyone, for example, she has drawn markers to establish
the proper distance to keep people safe. 

As early as September this year, the Guthrie House began to
trick inside and out with frightening and amusing decorations
curated to a specific theme, this year’s being “Dead
Hollywood”. For over ten years, Ms. Guthrie has been devoted
to decorating for Halloween. As a parent volunteer when her
children were young, she used her Event Planning skills to
create age-appropriate haunted houses at her children’s
elementary school. Every year, her repository of decorations
grew and the designs became more elaborate. 

“When I couldn't do the haunted house at the school anymore,
I started really focusing on doing every room at our house,”
Ms. Guthrie states. “And we started doing parties for our
friends every Halloween.” 

But what happens when a pandemic affects holidays and friends
from gathering? Turns out you adapt and change and make the
holiday better. Ms.Guthrie is accomplished in staging
Halloween attractions and hosting gatherings, she added
screening nightly films to her repertoire.

“With COVID hitting and not being able to do our party, and
not being able to hand out candy, that's when I decided to
show movies every night.” Conveniently, the preplanned
Hollywood theme corresponds effortlessly with the sudden
change of plans.
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“It's turning out to be a silver lining of COVID, and
actually this is probably my favorite Halloween season so
far” Ms. Guthrie continues, ''Seeing all the neighbors out
there enjoying it, and hearing them applaud at the end, and
listening to them laugh at the right times. It makes me
super-geekily happy that other people are getting into the
Halloween spirit the way that I do.”  

Averaging 10 to 14 people a night, viewers are entertained as
they stand or sit on lawn chairs, but always socially distant
and outside. Ms. Guthrie has made safety her number one
priority, ensuring all that viewers respect distance
requirements and wear a mask.

“I always wanna get people to love Halloween as much as I
do.” And the feedback from the neighborhood has all been very
positive. “All these little kids that aren't getting the
experience that they would if they could go trick treating, I
want to be able to give them something.” 

Although she feels right at home planning Halloween
festivities, growing up in the ’70s and ’80s informs Ms.
Guthrie’s approach in how she chooses to celebrate this time
of year. She grew heavily surrounded by a thriller and
horror-filled culture. She watched Elvira, Mistress of the
Dark, who hosted a weekly TV show that presented low-budget
horror movies. and the “ The Twilight Zone,” a stylized
horror series. When asked how Halloween has changed from when
she was a kid, she has some thoughts.“Parents are a lot more
protective than they were back in the ’70s and ’80s, it was
almost like being a teenager in the ’80s was the last real
sense of freedom, and things started changing for kids and
teens after that. 
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With the internet and sensationalism of things that were
probably already happening.” With Halloween on Saturday, our
community began to say farewell to a very abnormal season
this year. The annual Downtown Halloween Parade has been
canceled, after all. If you haven’t stopped by the Guthrie
household to watch something entertainingly frightful, it is
not too late. When you distill Halloween to its essence, it’s
about community. It's the one night of the year where you go
knocking on your neighbor’s doors, meet people you have never
met before or see those you have not seen in a while, and
receive a treat.During a time when we impose distance to stay
healthy, it’s these little gestures that go a long way.

By Otto Redlien

Halloween Enthusiast turns COVID 

into less of a Nightmare
BY CHARLIE DEWORKEN 

It's the time of year when children run around the
neighborhood dressed as ghouls, ghosts, and goblins, knocking
on houses for the treats waiting for them behind that
door.Many people use Halloween as a time to be creative and
enjoy a holiday with friends and family, or a way to bring a
community together as one. Sadly, it’s not as easy during
this year's holiday due to these troubling times. Alas to
many’s disappointment, to keep people and their health not at
risk, Halloween has been canceled due to the unfortunate and
current state of the pandemic. So, with this night of bliss
far gone an unexpected neighborhood hero may have saved the
beloved holiday for a number of friends and comrades.
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Elizabeth Guthrie, a local event planner, has always enjoyed
Halloween. Recently, she came up with an idea to host movie
nights, an idea that coordinated with the “Dead Hollywood”
theme. She uses Pinterest boards to collect ideas and develop
her theme each year. Along this process she realized that she
could create a night for her family to surround themselves
with friends and neighbors; She could provide an opportunity
for people to coalesce and share a night of delight. Not just
one night but every night of October, she projects a
Halloween classic, all of her favorites from every stage of
her childhood. She stated that she cultivated her list to
include movies from “Elvira’s favorite list, because Elvira
is my idol.

Movies like “Attack Of The killer Tomatoes”, “The Blob'',
“Killer Klowns From Outer Space” … a lot of these cheesy old
movies”. But to make sure everyone, ranging from all ages,
could enjoy the movies she included a list of more kid
friendly movies such as “Coco” and Schultz’s “Peanuts”.While
spreading joy throughout her neighborhood with these fun
filled nights she also makes sure not to spread germs. She
has taken upon herself to instate some simple but effective
rules to make sure no one is harmed and can have a blissful
movie night with friends and family. These precautions
include wearing masks and remaining six feet apart (and to
take that an extra step further put down markers measured to
be 6 ft apart in length, and shaped like stars as though to
create an image much like the Hollywood Walk Of Fame). And
because of these rules everyone has kept a decent job of
being spaced out and safe.

By Otto Redlien



Ms. Guthrie believes that everyone, those who become involved
in decorating, setting up, and helping create these events
and those who just simply watched the movie, gets to
experience a special moment around loved ones and neighbors,
creating a meaningful way to celebrate and create community
during a pandemic. In her own words, “this year is probably
her favorite Halloween season, so far, just because of the
neighborhood involvement. And seeing all the neighbors out
there enjoying it, and hearing them applaud at the end.”

By Otto Redlien

However, our staff and ASB at Santa Cruz High have been doing
an amazing job with keeping morale up and our students
engaged, despite all the challenges of distance learning. One
of the most successful events (and my personal favorite so
far) this year has been Biketober- a school-wide fundraiser
for the Santa Cruz Cardinal Club Athletic Boosters that
combined school spirit, clean ways to get around, exercise,
and support of local businesses. The fundraiser spanned the
entire month of October, hence its name, with different
themes and local businesses corresponding with the separate
weeks. With the first week themed “Pink” for Breast Cancer
awareness, students flocked on bikes to La Hacienda to get
their free burrito. 
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BY SOPHIE STONE

Biketober 2020

It’s no secret that
this semester has been
far from normal, and
it’s definitely taken
some adjusting on
behalf of everyone at
our school.
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The following weeks, themed with National Coming Out Day and
a special College Pennant Scavenger Hunt, offered even more
goodies at both Mission Hill Creamery and the Bagelry. And
finally, the last week of the fundraiser offered treats from
Pacific Cookie Company, with students sporting their Spirit-
Week themed outfits in honor of Halloween.

The event was sponsored by Ecology Action, a local non-profit
organization whose goal is to reduce carbon emissions through
local action, such as encouraging clean ways to get around.
Since quarantine began, it’s certainly been hard for me to
get outside and exercise, especially with how everything
seems to exist online now. The Biketober fundraiser propelled
students to get out in the fresh air and bike, while also
participating in school spirit and being able to support
local businesses. It’s important for us as a community to
come together during these hard times, and a big portion of
that is making sure our favorite local businesses stay
afloat. Biketober not only helped encourage exercise for our
students, but also played a role in making sure the
restaurants and stores we know and love continue to uplift
our community.

Another big component of Biketober was how it enabled our
school community to be able to engage with each other again!
I personally have been feeling a little down lately about not
being able to have such a thriving and interactive school
experience anymore, especially as the season for a lot of
regular school activities approaches. However, Biketober
certainly made me feel better about how this school year is
going to turn out. It allowed students to get to see each
other, however socially distanced, and participate in
something together in-person rather than over little boxes on
Zoom. Students got to see each other’s Halloween costumes,
adding a component of community to this year’s drastically
different Halloween.
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Despite all the challenges we’ve faced to bring Santa Cruz
Halloween and our school to life this year, seeing our
community come together to make the holiday as normal as
possible for everyone has really warmed my heart. It’s
reminded me that the most important thing about Santa Cruz
High is the community we’ve built, and how we can uplift each
other when things seem pretty down. I look forward to seeing
how the upcoming events this year turn out, and how we as a
school can continue to make the best of our situation. Big
congrats to ASB for pulling off an amazing fundraiser, and
cheers to a fabulous Biketober and Halloween!

By Otto Redlien

Book Recommendations By Gensen DeLeon

Animal Farm

By George Orwell

The Count Monte Cristo

By Alexandre Dumas

The Count of Monte Cristo
is a gripping tale set in
eighteenth century Europe.
The novel follows a man who
is falsely imprisoned by
three scheming men who he
trusted. He makes an
intrepid escape from prison
with the help of a fellow
inmate to exact vengeance
on those who imprisoned
him.

Animal Farm was written by
George Orwell in 1945.
During the time there
communism was a very
relevant topic, explaining
why Animal Farm is a
communist satire. The book
tells a story of mistreated
animals who rise up against
their oppressor, the farmer,
to create an communist
utopia. As the book
progresses and leadership
amongst the animals shifts,
the animals begin to wonder
if the revolution changed
their lives.
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About the Santa Cruz High School 

Literary Society 

We are a group of students that admire literature, and
writing, As well as members of the literary society club,
meeting Wednesdays at lunch.

If you are interested in joining us, please contact 
Otto at oredlien56@sccs-stu.net or Veronica at
Veronicaveronicazaleha@sccs.net.


